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Regular Service Schedule

Morning Minyan (Monday & Thursday).................................8:00 am
First Friday Evening Service (1st Friday of each month) .........6:30 pm
Friday Evening Services (All other Fridays)...........................5:30 pm
Shabbat Morning Services................................................10:00 am
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CHANUKAH PARTY!CHANUKAH PARTY!

Tu biShevat Celebration
Please join us as we celebrate the Jewish New Year of the Trees!

Mark your calendars for Friday night, February 10th. 
During the time of the regular Friday night service (beginning at 5:30), 

we will observe Tu biShevat with songs, prayers, readings, 
l’chayyim’s, fruits, nuts and other snacks.

Please RSVP to the office by Thursday, Feb. 2nd so we can set a place for you!
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A message from our Spiritual Leader, 
Rabbi Mark Elber

Every One Counts!
As I write this, it’s less than a week away from the first 

night of Chanukah.  Yesterday, Sunday, was our monthly 
movie at which a group of about twenty of us greatly enjoyed 
the film “Deli Man,” a surprisingly entertaining picture about 
the history of Jewish delis in the United States and some of 
the current ones that uphold the tradition of the classic Jew-
ish deli.  The film evoked a lot of laughter and recognition of 
our own experiences at Jewish delis.  Luckily we preceded 
the screening of the film with a kosher deli lunch of our own, 
which was really delicious.  Otherwise the film would have 
rendered us ravenous.  People’s overall reaction was that 
the day was a wonderful experience to share as a commu-
nity.  

I remember back in the late 1970’s when I was living in 
Manhattan, reading an article that referred to “gastronomical 
Judaism,” an expression I found quite clever and amusing at 
the time.  As much as I loved traditional Jewish foods, I didn’t 
realize the depth to which a connection to those foods could 
go.  Memories are often stored in our bodies and powerfully 
brought back via our senses such as taste and smell.  It’s 
striking how a taste of matzah ball soup or latkes can bring 
back a flood of memories that often go straight to the heart, 
and I’m not referring to heartburn, but rather to the warmth 
that can be associated with special occasions, even if the 
special occasion was merely coming in from a frigid winter 
Sunday evening in Manhattan for a warm meal at the Sec-
ond Avenue Deli after waiting on line for twenty minutes to 
finally be seated.  There was an emotional warmth to the 
place as well as to the dishes.  

At the height of the Jewish deli in the United States, 
around the 1930’s, there were 1,500 Jewish delis in New 
York City alone.  Today there are approximately 150 in the 
entire United States.  That’s right, one-tenth the number in 
the whole of the United States of what was once the num-
ber in New York City alone. Of course, that’s not the only 
thing that’s changed.  In those days downtown Second 
Avenue was also the home of Yiddish theater with 20–30 
shows a night in the Yiddish theater district.  George Gersh-
win (named Jacob Gershvin on his birth certificate, though 
his family name was originally Gershowitz) and his older 
brother Ira Gershwin (born Israel Gershowitz) grew up on 
Second Avenue between Fifth and Sixth Street.  Irving Berlin 
(born Israel Baline) also grew up in the same Jewish The-
atre neighborhood in a Yiddish speaking home.  In that era 
there were a number of daily Yiddish newspapers published 
in New York City, the best known of which, the Forverts, had 
a peak circulation of over 275,000.  Now there is a weekly 
English language Forward that has replaced it.  The Yiddish 
Forverts was primarily a Democratic Socialist paper as op-
posed to the other Yiddish papers which were farther to the 
left.   

After World War II the popularity of Yiddish theater be-
gan to wane.  There has been a slight revival of interest in 
Yiddish culture here in the United States which started in the 
late 1960’s.  YIVO’s intensive Yiddish summer program be-
gan in 1968 in cooperation with Columbia University (I took 
it in 1978 and 1979), and there has been a significant revival 
of Klezmer music.  However outside the ultra-Orthodox com-
munities, Yiddish is barely spoken.  The history of Yiddish in 
America, and of Jewish delis too, says a lot about the evolu-
tion of Jewish culture here.  As the great Irish poet William 
Butler Yeats phrased it: “the center cannot hold.”  Jews have 
moved away from the center, i.e. from Conservative Juda-
ism, towards Orthodoxy or Reform.  Modern Orthodoxy, that 
is the more tolerant and moderate expressions of Orthodoxy, 
like the Young Israel movement which was the style of syna-
gogue I grew up attending, is shrinking in comparison to the 
more extreme forms of Orthodoxy.  Conservative Judaism, 
which for decades was by far the most popular movement in 
the United States, is slowly becoming the smallest.  

I believe people are hungry – not just for deli, but for 
powerful expressions and practices of Judaism too.  In this 
overwhelmingly material world, I believe people recognize 
that their inner lives need to be fed and cultivated also.  Yes, 
our time and attention have many demands made on them, 
but as Hillel said 2,000 years ago:  “Don’t say when I have 
leisure, I will study, perhaps you will never have leisure.” The 
days can go by in a blur.  The quality of our lives is con-
structed from innumerable small actions which sometimes 
lead to huge moments, but more often than not simply ac-
crue over the years, creating the larger picture.  Who would 
think when eating a deli sandwich and a dill pickle that we 
were partaking of part of our culture that would call back to 
us decades later?!  

Our experiences are complex in the ways they affect 
our emotions, our intellects, our senses, and in the ways in 
which they set the stage for futures that we cannot predict.  
Just as we could not predict the diminishing prevalence of 
Yiddish culture and the Jewish deli, who could have predict-
ed the amazing revival of the Hebrew language with over six 
million native speakers today?!! Who could have predicted 
the establishment of the State of Israel?  Only a handful of 
true visionaries.  Though I am no prophet, nor the son of a 
prophet, I am convinced that we have a long and vital history 
ahead of us which depends on us.  Judaism and Jewishness 
belong to those who commit themselves to them, and the 
shapes they will take will be determined, to some degree, on 
the ways in which we commit ourselves to them.  Every one 
of us counts.  Each time a person attends a class, a service, 
makes a donation, or does anything related to Temple Beth 
El, Judaism, or Jewishness it matters and contributes to our 
present and our future.  

On behalf of Shoshana, Lev, and myself I’d like to wish 
everyone a happy and healthy secular new year.

    Rabbi Mark Elber



Sisterhood President’s Message
As I prepare this message I, like the rest of us, 

am in the process of getting ready for Chanukah. This 
afternoon we enjoyed a pre-Chanukah deli lunch, 
followed by a terrific movie called “Deli Man.” It was 
a wonderful way to spend a rainy Sunday afternoon. 
I want to thank Elaine Reback and Beverly Solup 
for helping me to put this together. And I must also 
thank Cantor Shoshana and Rabbi Mark for picking 
out such enjoyable movies. Our movie Sundays are 
proving to be a popular attraction. I’m now looking 
forward to seeing what January’s selection will be.

Let me also thank Cantor Shoshana and Rabbi 
Mark for opening up their home to us for Temple 
Beth El’s annual Chanukah party. They are so very 
gracious. I’m sure that those folks who were able to 
attend enjoyed themselves.

On Wednesday, January 18th at 10:30 am the 
Book Club will be discussing “Remember Us” by Mar-
tin Small and Vic Shayne. So pick it up ladies, and 
start reading. It’s good for a cold winter’s day or 
night.

So until next month, keep warm and safe. Sha-
lom folks.
     
    Libby Cohen
    Sisterhood President
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President’s Message

It saddens me greatly that we lost three more 
valued members of our Temple family; Myron Wilner, 
Gary Reitzas and Barry Novek.  It also worries me as 
it makes me realize just how fast our congregation 
is shrinking.  We are very fortunate that we have an 
endowment fund, set up and funded by a number 
of forward-thinking and generous members over the 
years.  What is unfortunate is that we require more 
to cover our operating expenses than the interest 
earned on the funds, so we are chipping away at the 
principal each year.  As things stand, we should be 
fine for a while, but if we lose the rent on the school 
building we may have to consider alternatives.  

We have recently reached an agreement with 
Oppenheimer & Co on High Street and Waring Sul-
livan Funeral Home on Locust Street to make a total 
of 30 parking spots available for the employees of 
the preschool.  The lack of parking has been a major 
obstacle in negotiating a renewal of our lease with 
People Incorporated, so these new arrangements will 
be a big help.  Please note - parking placards are 
required to park in those lots.  The good news for us 
is that it is much easier to find parking with 30 fewer 
cars on the street!

Once again our cemetery caretaker, Tommy Fil-
lipovich, has gone above and beyond.  As he usu-
ally does, he opened a grave the day before one of 
our funerals, and he came upon a rock...a really big 
rock...and after much digging, it turned out to be 
a two-ton boulder.  After much work and a cracked 
bucket on his excavator he was able to remove it 
whole and put it in his truck to cart away.  My sincere 
thanks to Tommy not just for taking care of this situ-
ation, but for the wonderful job he does year-round 
taking care of our cemetery.

    Steve Silverman
    President

This boulder is in the bed of a 10 foot truck bed!

Sisterhood Gift Shop
Do keep our gift shop in mind when looking for 

Judaica merchandise--we have a wonderful selec-
tion and, in some situations, I can special order.  
Our prices are lower than Judaica stores.  

I’ve reordered N.E. Patriots and Red Sox mezu-
zot ($28) as well as the black suede Patriots kipa 
($15).  Our Temple Beth El mezuzah ($15) contin-
ues to get rave reviews.

Generally, I am at the Monday morning class, 
or you can call or email me to schedule an appoint-
ment.  Also, if you do not live in the area, I will 
gladly mail your order to you.  HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Hannah R. Evans
    Phone: 508-674-2505

Email: hannahbecky@comcast.net

The bulletin of Temple Beth El (USPS-075-340) is published monthly from 
September to June for $1.00 per year by Temple Beth El, 385 High St., Fall 
River, MA. Periodicals postage paid at Fall River, MA. POSTMASTERS, send 
address changes to Temple Beth El, 385 High St., Fall River, MA 02720-3348.
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Service Schedule
January 2017:

Tevet/Shevat 5777

Sunday, January 1 (3 Tevet)
Chanukah – Eighth Day

Friday, January 6  (8 Tevet)
Candle Lighting  4:12 pm
Shabbat Service 6:30 pm 

Saturday, January 7 (9 Tevet)
Weekly Portion: Vayigash 10:00 am

Sunday, January 8 (10 Tevet)
Fast of Tevet

Friday, January 13  (15 Tevet)
Candle Lighting 4:20 pm
Shabbat Service 5:30 pm 

Saturday, January 14  (16 Tevet)
Weekly Portion:  Vayechi  10:00 am

Friday, January 20  (22 Tevet)
Candle Lighting 4:28 pm
Shabbat Service 5:30 pm

Saturday, January 21  (23 Tevet)
Weekly Portion:  Shemot  10:00 am

Friday, January 27  (29 Tevet)
Candle Lighting 4:37 pm
Shabbat Service 5:30 pm

Saturday, January 28  (1 Shevat)
Weekly Portion:  Vaera 10:00 am
Rosh Chodesh Shevat

Temple Office
385 High St, Fall River, MA  02720

Tel: (508) 674-3529  Fax:  (508) 678-6735
E-Mail:  templebethel@comcast.net

Website:  frtemplebethel.org

Office Hours:
Monday - Friday, 9 am to Noon

Office Closed:
Monday, January 16th - Martin Luther King Day

Clifton Rehabilitative Nursing Center  
508-675-7589 

Clifton Outpatient Rehabilitation Clinic 
508-675-0329 

Clifton Assisted Living Community 
508-324-0200 

Clifton Hospice Services  
(a community hospice agency) 

508-675-7583 
       Celebrating Over 60 Years of Dedication to Excellence 

Clifton  HEALTHCARE CAMPUS
Wilbur Avenue, Somerset, MA  02725 

This original painting was created for us by the 
staff and children of the People Incorporated Pre-
school.  Each one dipped their fingertip in paint 
and then dabbed the canvas.  It is now hanging 
in Marie’s office, so come on in and take a look.  
Thank you to People Incorporated for this wonder-
ful, thoughtful and timely Chanukah gift! 
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Will you help 
make a minyan?

On January 7th I will be celebrating the 76th 
anniversary of my Bar Mitzvah by chanting my Haf-
torah as I’ve done every year.  I would very much 
appreciate having a minyan on that date, so if you 
are free to come, please do so and I will be very 
grateful to you.

Thank you!

    Bill Chebot

Fall River United Jewish Appeal, Inc.
385 High Street, Fall River, MA 02720

Tel: (508) 673-7791      Fax: (508) 678-6735
e-mail:  fruja@comcast.net

Office Hours:  Monday & Thursday, 9 am to Noon

Friendly Visitor:  Jackie Gedacht is ready, willing and able to 
visit the sick or shut-ins.  Call the UJA office at (508) 673-7791 
to  schedule a visit.

Senior Center:  (at the Fall River Jewish Home)
Open 5 days a week for lunch...Kosher and delicious.  For reser-
vations/cancellations call the Nutrition Office at (508) 324-4619 
or (800) 293-8943 before 1:30 pm on the previous business day 
before you want to reserve or cancel.  

THE TOWER PROJECT

Thank you for your donations!

Renee Lipson
in honor of Rabbi Mark Elber & 

Cantor Shoshana Brown

Marsha Smith 
in memory of my beloved mother- and 

father-in-law, Mae & Jack Smith

LEADERSHIP
 

 Mark Elber..............................................Rabbi
 Shoshana Brown....................................Cantor
 Stephen Silverman……..................………President
 Daniel Schafler.………..................…Vice President
 Libby Cohen.............................………..Secretary
 William Chebot……......................……….Treasurer
 Libby Cohen……………............…….Sisterhood Pres.
 William E. Kaufman……….............Rabbi Emeritus

Meaningful Services from a  
Trusted Friend Since 1893

Respectfully honoring the customs and traditions of the  
Jewish community, funerals are in strict accordance  

with Jewish Law.

508-673-0781
William “BT” Hathaway

           Mike Roberts

A special gift has been made anonymously
in memory of three dear friends:

Irving Fradkin

Harold Katzman

Myron Wilner

As long as we live, they too will live; 
for they are now a part of us; 

as we remember them.
  - Jewish Prayer
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YAHRZEITS
For the yahrzeit of my beloved...     Donated by:

Father, Edward Adaskin    Judith Barry
Mother, Ida Appel    Gloria Baskin
Mother, Bessie Bolski    Milton Bolski
Mother, Bessie Bolski    Norm Bolski
Husband, Leonard Freedman   Sheila Freedman
Father in law, Morris Freedman   Ann Freedman
Father, Meyer Goldman    Sylvia Zalkind
Mother, Ada Gourse    Natalie Prokesch
Mother, Anne Gregory    Jonathan Gregory
Mother, Alice Helfanbein    Barry Helfanbein
Father, Paul Horowitz    Jay Horowitz
Mother, Freda Jaffe    Hilda McVay
Stewart Kusinitz    Barry Helfanbein
Father, Eric Lawson    Denise Lawson
Father, Francis Levin    Miriam Klein
Mother, Ruth Lustig    Ann Freedman
Carl Nerenberg     Anna Nerenberg
Father, Julius Simpson    Irma Feldman
Mother, Rose Tallman    Elayne Lowenthal
Maurice Uditsky    Anna Nerenberg
Father, Donald Wiener    Sharon Waxenbaum

MAURICE ALPERT MEMORIAL 
ENDOWMENT FUND

In memory of Judith Bilsky
In memory of Dr. Irving Fradkin
In memory of Harold Katzman
In memory of John Nowell
In memory of Myron Wilner
For the yahrzeit of my beloved grandfather, Bennett Alpert
 Sumner Alpert

IDA AND DAVID CHAVENSON 
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

In memory of Dr. Irving Fradkin
In memory of Harold Katzman
In memory of Myron Wilner
For the recovery of Anita Bolski
 Ann & Bob Chavenson

THE MARCIE NAWI & ROBERT FALCONERO 
FUND FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN WORLDWIDE

In memory of Dr. Irving Fradkin
In memory of Myron Wilner
For the yahrzeit of my beloved wife, Hummy
 Bill Chebot
In memory of Dr. Irving Fradkin
 Marilyn Sokoll
For the recovery of Anita Bolski
 Robert Falconero

Thank you for your donations received 
through November 20, 2016

CANTOR’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
In memory of Harold Katzman
In memory of Myron Wilner
 Marilyn Sokoll

CAPITAL FUND
In memory of Judith Bilsky
 Gloria & Jerry Baskin
In memory of Susan Alpert Cohn
 Marcia Smith
In memory of Dr. Irving Fradkin
 Rose Arruda
 Gloria & Jerry Baskin
 Anita & Norm Bolski
 Ann Freedman
 Sheila Freedman
 Barrry Helfanbein
 Shirley Meretsky
 Anna Nerenberg & Marc Bernstein
 Hilda Reiser
 Carol & Dr. Ronald Schwartz
 Ethel & Sid Winokoor
In memory of Frances Horvitz
 Sheila & Fran Freedman
In memory of Harold Katzman
 Anita & Norm Bolski
 Rita Fishman
 Ann Freedman
 Sheila Lash
 Marcia Smith
 Ethel & Sid Winokoor
In memory of Myron Wilner
 Anita & Norm Bolski
 Irma & Carl Feldman
 Rita Fishman
 Ann Freedman
 Sheila & Fran Freedman
 Sheila Lash
 Rosanne & Sayre Litchman
 Libby & Buz Marvins
 Helaine Schupack
 Carol & Dr. Ronald Schwartz 
 Ethel & Sid Winokoor
For the recovery of Anita Bolski
 Sheila Freedman
For the recovery of Jackie Gedacht
 Charlene & Eli Dondis
For the recovery of Sid Winokoor
 Irma & Carl Feldman

RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
In honor of Charlie Stampler
For the recovery of Anita Bolski
 Anne Griffin

HYMAN & GOLDIE SCHWARTZ LEGACY FUND
For the yahrzeit of my beloved father, Hyman Schwartz
 Lester Schwartz
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Cantor Shoshana’s News & Notes
As you can see from the photos on page 8, the end of 

November brought with it a unique multicultural women’s 
“New Moon” celebration in New Bedford. In addition to 
Cantor Shoshana’s chanting of the Blessing for the New 
Moon and her blowing the shofar, two other TBE members 
were in attendance:  Sylvia Eisner and Cindy Yoken. The 
purpose of this gathering was to foster multicultural appre-
ciation and friendship. Judging by the success of the event, 
I think it went a long ways towards that goal. I learned a lot 
about our indigenous peoples, the Wampanoags, including 
the fact that they are reviving their original language to be 
spoken and written after a long period of disuse…sound 
familiar?

After all the end-of-October and early-November 
events, we needed the relative quiet of December around 
TBE to catch our breath!  Sadly, however, there have been 
quite a few leave-takings and funerals of some of our long-
standing members:  We send out our deepest condolences 
to Charlotte Fradkin, Iris Katzman, Marion Wilner, Lois 
Reitzas and Meryl Novek for the losses of their beloved 
husbands: Irving, Harold, Myron, Gary and Barry. As I vis-
ited these houses of mourning, I had a glimpse into how 
vibrant, creative, and groundbreaking in many ways our 
community was in its heyday…but children move away, 
populations change, nothing stays the same, and gradually 
we learn to adapt to the new reality.

On this note, it was fascinating to watch the documen-
tary Deli Man – we had a crowd on Dec. 18th of about 20 
folks who gathered for a deli lunch (thanks to Libby Cohen 
and Elaine Reback for picking up the kosher deli meats, 
sodas, chips, and all the trimmings!), and afterwards we 
heartily enjoyed this nostalgic trip down “schmaltz lane.”  It 
turns out that just as shuls all over the country have been 
closing their doors, or merging with other congregations, so 
kosher delis have been disappearing from the North Ameri-
can scene (in New York City alone, the film noted, there 
were once over 1,500 kosher or kosher-style delis; today 
there are about two dozen left, and all over North America 
the trend is towards their disappearance). This is why it is so 
important for us to come together, however small our num-
bers, to enjoy our camaraderie, a movie, learning, share a 
meal, say some prayers, sing some songs (please mark 
your calendars for our Friday night Feb.10th Tu biShevat 
Seder) and go out to do an act of tikkun olam – to “repair 
the world” through acts of justice and loving kindness…will 
Jewish families once again move to the Fall River area? It 
is hard to say, but nonetheless it is crucial that we do our 
best to make this world a safer, healthier, more just place 
for all its inhabitants. Wishing you all a fabulous 2017!     

    Cantor Shoshana

Everyone knows the plot of “Yentl,” even if 
you have (still!) not seen this 1983 Jewish mov-
ie-classic. Starring Barbra Streisand, Mandy 
Patinkin, Amy Irving, and Nehemiah Persoff, the 
singing is divine…what could be bad? Roger Ebert 
wrote in his 1983 review: “At one time or anoth-
er, almost everyone has wanted to do something 
and been told they couldn’t, and almost everyone 
has loved the wrong person for the right reason. 
That’s the emotional ground that ‘Yentl’ covers, 
and it always has its heart in the right place.” Not 
to be missed!

“The Other Son”  
 

Sunday, May 31st at 4 pm 

“yentl”
Sunday, Jan. 22nd at 2 pm

Adult Education at TBE
Please note January Dates:

Our Monday Morning Adult Education classes 
with the Rabbi and Cantor continue, covering a 
wide range of topics, from ancient texts to current 
events. (You can drop in on any week – no experi-
ence necessary!). This class meets from 10:30 to 
12:00. In the TBE library. No class on Jan. 2nd and 
Jan. 16th.

Intermediate Hebrew with Rabbi Mark meets 
on Tuesday evenings, 6:30-7:30 pm. No classes 
Jan. 3rd, Jan. 10th, and Jan 31st.

Jewish Meditation with Rabbi Mark meets 
Thursday evenings, 6:30-7:30 pm. No classes Jan. 
5th, and Jan. 12th.

A new Beginning Hebrew Class with Rabbi 
Mark started on Wednes-
day, December 7th, from 
10:00 to 11:00 am. This 
class is geared both for 
those who went to Hebrew 
school long ago and also 
for those who have never 
studied Hebrew before. No 
classes on Jan. 4th, Jan. 
11th, and Feb. 1st. 
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Temple Beth El member Cindy Yo-
ken experiences an Islamic women’s 
tradition associated with the festival of 
Eid al Fitr, the holiday of the sighting of 
the New Moon of the month of Shaw-
wal, closing the month of Rammadan-
fasting. Islamic women like to beautify 
themselves for this holiday, which in-
cludes painting henna tattoo patterns on 
one another’s hands.

On Monday, Nov. 28th, Cantor Shoshana, along with two of our members, Sylvia Eisner and Cindy 
Yoken, took part in a “Multi-Cultural New Moon Program,” organized by Rona Trachtenberg and Rachel 
Levinson, president of the New Bedford chapter of the National Council of Jewish Women, along with Maya 
Lim, Human Services Coordinator for Community Education and Diversity for the City of New Bedford. This 
women’s-only event brought out a rainbow of women of many faiths and cultures. Pictured above from left 
to right are:  Sarah Fuhro, teacher of Celtic and Druid traditions; Kerri Anne Helme and her daughter-in-law 
Dawn Blake Souza, both members of the Mashpee Wampanoag tribe and teachers of Wampanoag culture 
and language; Rachel Levinson; Maya Lim; Isha Kharrubi, secretary of the UMass Dartmouth Islamic Stu-
dent Association; Rona Trachtenberg; and Cantor Shoshana. (photo by Margaret Scott)

Multi-Cultural New Moon Program
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If you did not yet read Canterbury Sisters, you have missed a great read.  We missed you at our 
December meeting, and we all agreed that this book is a keeper!

 
Updates for January, February and March:
 
January 18:  “Remember Us: My Journey from Shtetl Through the Holocaust” by Martin Small and 

Vic Shayne.

February 15:  “The Tea Planter’s Wife” by Dinah Jeffries
 
March 15:  “Hush” by Eishes Chayil
 
Mark these dates in your calendar and join us!  If you have often thought of joining our book club but 

have never quite gotten around to it, make it your New Year’s resolution!   

 

A winter sunset at Warren’s Point
in Little Compton 

(photo by Shoshana Brown)



1/1/2017 3 Tevet 5777
   William Gittelman 
   Milton Elis Raffel 
 
1/2/2017 4 Tevet 5777
   Isaac Schwartz 
   Jacob Yamins 
 
1/5/2017 7 Tevet 5777
   Frances Fradkin 
   Dr. Myron Rubinstein 
   Pauline Rudolph 
   Selma Sokoll 
 
1/6/2017 8 Tevet 5777
   Stanley Alpert 
   Howard Krasnow 
   Leon Nathan Malin 
 
1/8/2017 10 Tevet 5777
   Arthur Granovsky 
   Mathilda H. Raffel 
   Aaron Solotist 
 
1/9/2017 11 Tevet 5777
   Arline Alpert 
   Frederick Belford 
   Robert Sokoll 
 
1/10/2017 12 Tevet 5777
   Sylvia Schneider 

1/11/2017 13 Tevet 5777
   Paula E. Shuman 
   Maurice Sludsky 

1/12/2017 14 Tevet 5777
   Nathan Silk 
 
1/14/2017 16 Tevet 5777
   Herman Gitlin 
   Bessie Gladstone 
   David Thaler 
 
1/15/2017 17 Tevet 5777
   Sophie Cohen 
   Ida F. Kane 
   Louis M. Raffel 
   Milton Reiser 
 
1/16/2017 18 Tevet 5777
   Edythe Isserlis 
   Samuel Kay 
   Harry Spiro 
   Murray Taradash 
 
1/17/2017 19 Tevet 5777
   George Lustig 
   Dr. Samuel Sandler 
 
1/18/2017 20 Tevet 5777
   Samuel Isaac Siegel 
 
1/20/2017 22 Tevet 5777
   Gussie Blume 
   Martha Kaufmann 

 

1/21/2017 23 Tevet 5777
   Fannie Wilner Aranov 
   Ruth Gerard 
   Mae Hodosh 
   Sarah Kaplan 
   Dr. Donald Rotenberg 
 
1/22/2017 24 Tevet 5777
   Bruce Kay 
 
1/24/2017 26 Tevet 5777
   Lillian Kline 
   Anna Ellison Schaffer 
 
1/25/2017 27 Tevet 5777
   Sarah Belford 
   Joseph Noe Golub 
 
1/26/2017 28 Tevet 5777
   Simon Winokoor 
 
1/27/2017 29 Tevet 5777
   Birdie Phillips 
 
1/29/2017 2 Shevat 5777
   Betty Greenberg 
   Dorothy S. Levin 
 
1/30/2017 3 Shevat 5777
   Sidney Goldman 
   Rose Moss 
 
1/31/2017 4 Shevat 5777
   Benjamin Isserlis 

YAHRZEITS

Our website is constantly changing, so be 
sure to check it out regularly.  There are  
links to new articles written by Rabbi Mark 
and Cantor Shoshana, updated service 
schedules and upcoming events.  You can 

also see the bulletin there first, especially if you live outside the 
greater Fall River area!  Go to www.frtemplebethel.org


